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Abstract     
I I  
 
 Abstract 
The real estate industry is capital intensive, with the liberalization of the domestic 
financial markets, there are more and more choices of the financing channels for real estate 
developers, from the early bank loans, commercial credit financing,  fiducial financing to 
the financing of internet. Even with so many financing methods, in the unique real estate 
markets of China, the sensitivity of the government’s real estate regulation and control 
policy has been indispensable, especially for small and medium sized real estate companies. 
In order to better choose their own financial channels, according to the existing market 
conditions, such as the expected completion of the progress, sales income and other 
appropriate funding plan is also essential. 
The second chapter of this paper introduce the more popular and emerging financ ing 
channels of this industry, and combs the changes of the financing schemes adopted by the 
real estate development enterprise in different stages, hoping to have a long time impression 
on the real estate financing channels. And the in the third chapter, this paper analyzes the 
change of the structure of the real estate fund in 2016. The forth chapter analyzes the actua l 
case of the DL City and the financing plan. And finally give small and medium sized real 
estate enterprise some financing recommendations. 
Through the research and analysis of this article, we can look at the real estate industry 
from the perspective of capital, and pay attention to the arrangement of fund plan, and 
remind the real estate enterprise to pay attention to the impact of real estate regulation and  
control policy on financing. 
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图 2-2 贷款模式基本操作流程图 
 





















（1）信托资金                （2）信托贷款 
     
               （4）信托收益               （3）支付利息 
                    及本金                      偿还本金 
 































质。其基本融资方式参见图 2-3 。 
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